*

*

*

Florence Howell’s Parents

*

*

*

Florence Howell’s parents were Henry Howell (1838–1923) and Sophia Butler (1841–1916). While

neither Henry nor Sophia had more than a rudimentary formal education, nor appear to have learned

to read or write in their lifetimes, their families exemplify two parallel classes of working people living
side-by-side in middle-Victorian industrial England.

Henry’s family appear to have come from a long line of laborers — men who worked on or below the

land, and whose formal and vocational education were limited at best. Sophia’s ancestors, on the other
hand, were tradesmen — her father being a spectacle frame maker, her grandfathers: a butcher and a

cordwainer respectively. In contrast to the Shaw family of bakers that settled in London around 1800,
none of these tradesmen appear to have attained the sort of affluence to allow them to become
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freeholders of land and ascend into the middle class, but their trades appear to have allowed them to

provide adequately for their families. Sophia Butler would not always enjoy the same level of comfort
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during her 58-year marriage to Henry Howell, but his life story sheds light on how workers have been
displaced by improvements in technology for longer than we realize.

Some sense of the broad outlines of Henry Howell’s life can be had by considering the time spent in the
four towns he and Sophia are known to have inhabited: Wolverhampton, Staffordshire (1838–1867),
Manchester (1868–1872), Wigan, Lancashire (1873–aft.1885), and London (1893–1923).

The town of Wolverhampton lies on the northwest corner of what was known at the time as the “Black
Country”: an area of the English West Midlands which in the Industrial Revolution became one of the

most heavily industrialized parts of Britain — with coal mines, coking, iron foundries and steel mills

re

producing a high level of air pollution. The industrialized areas of Wolverhampton were to the east of

the town, while the western portion retained its bucolic and largely unspoiled character, as exemplified
in these artworks of the period:79

From the Southwest: an engraving
by Frederick Calvert, 1830

From the East: The Chillington Iron Works
by George Wallis, 1837

Smith, John Butland The Governance of Wolverhampton 1848-1888 PhD Thesis at
https://lra.le.ac.uk/bitstream/2381/31047/1/U140886.pdf, page 47
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Henry Howell was born July 24, 1838 at

Townwell Fold, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire,

England. There are several “folds” in the center
of Wolverhampton, and these streets are so
named because Wolverhampton became

wealthy during the Middle Ages as a leading

town of the wool and cloth trade (one might
think of sheep being herded in a fold).

Townwell Fold was a passage where residents
would collect water for various uses from “the

well, and the Meat-well” as recorded in a 1686

history of Staffordshire. At the lower end of the
street were “The Tenters” — rows of hooked
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supports on which cloth could be hung for
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Pudding-well, the Horse-well, the Washing-

stretching after processing.80 Today, it is little

more than a pedestrian alleyway in the center
of the city.

Townwell Fold today and (inset) in 1913

Henry’s father, John Howell, was a laborer who married his second wife, Mary Challenger, some eight

months before Henry’s birth. By 1840, the family had relocated 3 miles west, to the vicinity of the Field

House Inn on Perton Road in Wightwick,81 where Mary Challenger came from — a decidedly more rural
setting, situated close to Mary’s brothers John and Thomas who worked as boatmen. An essay on the

re

history of the area states:

The 1841 Tithe Map of the area shows twenty or so dwellings scattered around
Wightwick Bank and Bridgnorth Road. Some fields had been sub-divided and
about 100 people were recorded living in the 18 properties around the Fieldhouse
and Old Manor. … The rural character of the local economy is reflected in the large
number of agricultural labourers (at least 11), a pig dealer, a wheelwright and a
miller. The industrial age begins to show its hand though as there is also a
forgeman, lime burner and collier.82

The collier mentioned in the previous paragraph would have been John Howell, Henry’s father. It is not
known whether the family moved to Wightwick so as to be closer to Mary Challenger’s family in order

http://www.wolverhamptonfolds.co.uk/townwellfold.html
pronounced “wit-tick”
82 http://www.ourplaceourplan.org.uk/wp-ontent/uploads/2013/09/DRAFT-CHARACTER-STUDY-CHAPTER-8WIGHTWICK-SEPT-2013.pdf
80
81
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to care for their two young children, or because of the work opportunities (or lack thereof) for John

Howell. However, the January 1841 birth registration of the couple’s second child (named John after his
father) listed the boy’s father’s occupation as “boatman,” so John Howell may have tried his hand at his
brother-in-laws’ trade for a period of time. This experiment was short-lived, however, as the 1841
Census, taken in June of that year, once again lists John Howell as a collier.

By August of 1845 the Howell family had moved from Wightwick (west of Wolverhampton) to Old Mill
Street in the Horseley Fields area, east of the city center. A medieval burying ground for horses (hence
the name), the area had become desirable after 1750, when elegant Georgian buildings were erected
around the newly established St. James Square. Development continued apace into the 19th century,
of the Minerva Iron and Steelworks at Lower Horseley Fields.
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and by 1850 the area was decidedly more working class — culminating with the establishment in 1857
The 1851 Census shows the Howell family residing at 24 Old Mill Street, Wolverhampton and lists
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Henry Howell, age 13 and his brother John, age 11, employed as hinge casters. Old Mill Street is shown
as Workhouse Lane in the Tithe Map of 1841, as a workhouse for the able-bodied poor was opened

there two years previously,83 so Horseley Fields had clearly lost much of its desirability by the time the

Howells arrived.

Although Old Mill Street no longer

exists, this photograph provides

some sense of the area. Pictured at

re

right is The Wheel Inn, a pub on
Old Mill Street, ca. 1900.

The building itself dates from the
early 1800’s, and so would have

been a neighborhood fixture when
John Howell and family lived there
from 1846 through 1861.

83

http://www.historywebsite.co.uk/articles/VictorianWolves/victorianwolves.htm#ph
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Ten years prior, just a few minutes walk from Old Mill Street, Sophia Butler was born at Shakespeare
Street to James Butler and his wife Mary Ann (Bennett) on April 29, 1841. At the time of her birth,

Sophia’s parents were living with her recently widowed Grandmother Sarah (Lear) Butler and several

of her father’s younger siblings. Sophia was recorded as 1 month of age at the time of the 1841 Census
of the United Kingdom, and her father was a spectacle frame maker. Like Henry Howell, Sophia Butler
was her parents’ firstborn child and, being a daughter, would likely have been called on to assist with
caring for her younger siblings. Shakespeare Street today is a short street populated with decrepit

buildings with bricked-in doorways and “fragile roof” warnings displayed at street level, but one can
easily imagine a working-class street populated by tradesmen, forge workers, and their families,
similar to Old Mill Street.

By the Spring of 1843, the Butler family had relocated the city center: to Salop Street84 — and possibly
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around the corner to nearby Brook Street sometime in the Summer of 1845, before returning to Salop

Street. At the time of the Census of 1851, James Butler had moved a few hundred meters south of Salop
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Street, to 49 Bennett’s Fold — another of Wolverhampton’s “folds” — now occupied by the newly

redeveloped Market Square. Sophia, age 9, was listed as a “scholar.” It’s uncertain exactly how much

education Sophia attained, however, as all official documents bear her mark, rather than a signature.
By the summer of 1855 the Butlers would return once more to Horseley Fields, residing on Oxford

Street. Two years prior, the death registration of James’ mother Sarah recorded that she had died at an
Oxford Street address — it is uncertain whether James Butler and family returned to the area to be

closer to his mother, but it certainly seems possible. Sophia Butler was 14 years old in 1855, and the

family’s return to Horseley Fields would be a fateful one, as Sophia very likely met her future husband

re

Henry in the neighbourhood, with only 200 meters separating Old Mill Street from Oxford Street.

It’s a curious thing that the Henry and Sophia decided to marry on February 15, 1858 at St. Mark’s

Church in the town of Shelton, 50km away from their home in Wolverhampton. We may never have a
definitive answer, but my personal speculation is that they went off to get married on their own to

avoid parental opposition or interference. The couple’s marriage licence lists their address as Red Lion
Passage, a short street approximately 3 minutes walk from St. Mark’s — I would guess this was the

address of where they stayed overnight in Shelton rather than a permanent address, as Sophia does not
list a trade or occupation and further, the couple can be seen to reside in Wolverhampton some 7

months later, when their first child was born. Finally, employed in a forge since before he was 13, it’s
unlikely Henry would have found work in Shelton, as the area’s economy was focused on the
manufacture of pottery.
84

See page 59 for further information on this area of town, known as the Besom Yard.
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In the 1911 Census of the United Kingdom Henry and Sophia stated that she had given birth to 17
children, 6 of which were living at the time. At present, we have names for 16 of them:85
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Born to Sophia Butler (1841–1916):
 Hannah Howell (1858)
 Ann Maria Howell (1860–1920)
 Jack Howell (1861?–)
 James Howell (1863–)
 Mary Ann Howell (1864–1865)
 Lucy May (Lucy Mary) Howell (1865–1943)
 Richard Frank (Francis) Howell (1866–1935)
 Sophia Agnes Howell (1868–1958)
 John Thomas Howell (1871–1952)
 Henrietta Beatrice Howell (1873)
 (Florence) Ann (Marie) Howell (1874–1947) ← (my Great-Grandmother)
 Thomas Edward Howell (1875–1876)
 Richard Howell (1877–1878)
 Charles Howell (1879–1880)
 Isaac Howell (1880–1902)
 Unnamed Boy Howell (1883)

Sophia Butler was 17 when her first child was born, and 42 when she last gave birth. Of these children,
Jack Howell remains the least well documented, as he is included because my grandmother Doris
recalled that her mother had a brother “Jack” who went to South Africa. We’re still searching for

evidence of this. The first seven children, up to and including Francis, were born in Wolverhampton,
Staffordshire. Sophia Agnes and John Thomas were born in Manchester, and the remainder of the

re

children were born in Wigan, Lancashire.

The couple’s first child, Hannah, was born on Graisley Row in the western part of Wolverhampton in

October of 1858, but Henry and Sophia returned to Old Mill Street to live near Henry’s parents within
the month. Hannah died of convulsions on November 9, 1858, and less than two weeks after her

passing, Henry was indirectly responsible for the accidental death of his youngest brother, Samuel

Howell, when the boy was left in Henry’s care at his parents home on Old Mill Street.86 The incident
would surely have stayed with Henry for the remainder of his days.

The distribution of birthdates makes it probable that an additional child might have been born around 1870 in
Manchester and perished there prior to the Howells’ move to Wigan in 1873.
86 See page 61.
85
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From the addresses given on the children’s birth and death registrations, the Howell family moved
about Wolverhampton frequently:
Date

October, 1858
November, 1858
February, 1860
April, 1861
January, 1863
July, 1865
December, 1866

Address in Wolverhampton
Graisley Row
Mill Street
Merridale Street
York Street
Philip Street
Salop Street87
St. Matthew Street

Taken from:

Hannah’s birth registration
Hannah’s death registration
Ann Maria’s birth registration
1861 Census
James’ birth registration
Lucy May’s birth registration
Francis’ birth registration

In July of 1871 the Royal Agricultural Society held an exhibition in Wolverhampton at the Broad
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Meadows Race Course. A local firm, Steen & Blackets, produced a guide to the area for attendees of the

exhibition. Inasmuch as a great part of the central sections of town of Wolverhampton have been given
over to redevelopment, the map included with this guide provides us with a unique opportunity to see
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the town as it once was. The following page maps out the places in Wolverhampton where Florence
Howell’s parents, grandparents, and one set of great-grandparents lived from 1838–1879.

Henry Howell worked as a “puddler” while employed as an adult at the forge in Wolverhampton.

Puddling was one of several processes developed in the second half of the 18th century in Great Britain
for producing bar iron from pig iron without the use of charcoal. It gradually replaced the earlier

charcoal-fuelled process, and was conducted in a finery forge. A multi-step process, puddling could also

be used to produce small quantities of specialty steel. Working as a two-man crew, a puddler and

helper could produce about 1500kg of iron in a 12-hour shift. The strenuous labour, heat, and fumes

re

caused puddlers to have a very short life expectancy, with most dying in their 30’s. In this regard,
Henry Howell was exceptionally fortunate.88

87
88

See page 63 for further information on this area of town, known as the Besom Yard.
See Appendix G for a description of puddling, Henry Howell’s trade from the 1850’s to 1880’s.
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a section from Steen & Blacket’s 1871 Map of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire
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plotted to show the residences of Florence Howell’s ancestors
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JH4

Townwell Fold, July 1838
Perton Road, Wightwick, June 1841
Old Mill Street, August 1845
Old Mill Street, December 1847
Old Mill Street, January 1850
Old Mill Street, March 1851
Old Mill Street, August 1854
Old Mill Street, November 1858
Old Mill Street, April 1861
Ward Street, April 1871
Ward Street, January 1872
Ward Street, December 1879

Henry Howell (1838–1923)
JH1
JH2
JH3

Townwell Fold, July 1838
Perton Road, Wightwick, June 1841
Old Mill Street, January 1850

HH1
Graisley Row, October 1858
HH2
Old Mill Street, November 1858
HH3
Merridale Street, February 1860
HH4
York Street, April 1861
HH5
Phillip Street, January 1863
HH6
Salop Street, July 1865
St. Matthew Street, December 1866
HH7
→ thereafter in Manchester, Wigan & London

James Butler (1820–1875)
Mary Ann Bennett (1822–1897)
SL2
Shakespeare Street, April 1841
JB1
Salop Street, April 1843
JB2
Brook Street, September 1845
JB1
Salop Street, October 1845
JB3
Bennett’s Fold, March 1851
JB4
Oxford Street, July 1855
Lewis Street, April 1861
JB5
→ thereafter in London

Horseley Fields in 1857 by Isaac Jenks.

There were 21 puddling furnaces, and 4

mills and forges at Minerva works. At the
time, iron prices were low, but steel had

become increasingly profitable. All kinds

of the best-puddled steel were produced,

and the works were producing up to 80%
of the total UK steel exports to the USA.89

Minerva Works, Wolverhampton in 1872.

In Wolverhampton, iron production peaked in 1858 and in the 1860s the industry began to decline.
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JH1
JH2
JH3

Walsal Street, Dec 1840
Shakespeare Street, June 1841
Warwick Street, March 1851
Oxford Street, May 1853

Sophia Butler (1841–1916)

SL2
Shakespeare Street, April 1841
JB1
Salop Street, September 1845
JB2
Brook Street, October 1845
JB3
Bennett’s Fold, March 1851
JB4
Oxford Street, July 1855
HH1
Graisley Row, October 1858
HH2
Old Mill Street, November 1858
HH3
Merridale Street, February 1860
HH4
York Street, April 1861
HH5
Phillip Street, January 1863
HH6
Salop Street, July 1865
St. Matthew Street, December 1866
HH7
→ thereafter in Manchester, Wigan & London

re

John Howell (1796–1872)
Mary Challenger (1812–1879)

SL1
SL2
SL3
SL4

Iron and Steel Works, opened in Lower

om

James Butler (1774–1840)
Sarah Lear (1784–1853)

Henry very likely worked at the Minerva

.c

Florence Howell’s ancestors’ places of residence in Wolverhampton:

By 1871 there were 170 blast furnaces, but only 108 were in operation, as by then the coal and iron
deposits had become either exhausted or uneconomic to work. Foreign competition and restrictive

tariffs also affected the iron trade adversely. Domestic competition arose from other British regions,
particularly the new areas working with steel. Trade became difficult, and many local forges closed
their works. Black Country ironmasters compounded their economic difficulties by being slow to
adopt the Bessemer process90 for steel production.91

These economic factors likely lead to the Howell family leaving Wolverhampton. Birth records

suggest the family moved to Manchester sometime in late 1867 or early 1868. No records are known
to exist from the family’s time in Manchester, so in addition to Sophia Agnes (b. 1868) and John

Thomas (b. 1871) Howell, it is probable that one additional child was born to Henry and Sophia at

that time. It is uncertain if Henry sought employment outside the metal working trade in Manchester,
but for whatever reason the family did not appear to prosper, as by 1873 the Howells had moved on
to Wigan, Lancashire — now a part of Greater Manchester, but at the time a village in the heart of
Lancashire’s coal country.

http://www.historywebsite.co.uk/Museum/OtherTrades/BCN/Minerva.htm
see page 52 for more on the Bessemer process, which ultimately forced all puddlers out of their trade.
91 Smith, John Butland The Governance of Wolverhampton 1848-1888 PhD Thesis at
https://lra.le.ac.uk/bitstream/2381/31047/1/U140886.pdf, page 43
89
90
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By October of 1873, the Howell family had settled in Ince-in-Makerfield, a township adjoining the
southeast boundary of Wigan. From an 1881 directory of the area:

The district supplies large quantities of King and Cannel Coal, and some of the
most extensive collieries in the county are worked here. There are also several
extensive iron works, the principal being worked by the Wigan Coal and Iron Co.
and the Ince Forge Co., the latter manufacture forgings for locomotives, marine
and stationary engines, and heavy smith work; and in addition to these may be
mentioned railway wagon, chemical and other works, which employ a large
number of hands. The Ince Cemetery comprising about 4 acres, and the Wigan
Cemetery 18 acres, are both situated in this township off the Warrington road,
and are separated by the London and North-Western Railway.92

Conditions for the Howell family in Wigan appear to have been brutal at best. Of the seven children
born to the couple here, only two survived to adulthood: Isaac (1880–1902) and my greatwere interred in the Ince Cemetery during this time tells the tale:







Henrietta Beatrice Howell (1873) died of Marasmus — a severe deficiency of nearly all
nutrients, especially protein and calories, similar to what we would associate with famine in
the poorest regions.
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grandmother Florence. A survey of the causes of death of the children born to Henry and Sophia that

Thomas Edward Howell (1875–76) died of Tabes Mesenterica combined with Tubercular
Peritonitis (Tuberculosis of lymph glands inside the abdomen). Tabes Mesenterica was an
illness of children caused by drinking milk from cows infected with tuberculosis.
Richard Howell (1877–78) died of Diarrhea.

Charles Howell (1879–80) died of Meningitis and Convulsions.

Unnamed Boy Howell (1883) was born 3 months premature and lived for 1½ hours.

re

The Wigan Cemetery burial records reveal something further: the first two children (Henrietta and
Thomas) were buried with Church of England rites. The next three burials took place with Roman

Catholic rites, suggesting that the Howells converted to Catholicism sometime in 1877. This would

explain the 2nd baptism of four of the older children (Lucy, John, Sophia and Florence) together at St.
William’s Church in Ince on July 25th, 1878. However well intentioned, it does not appear that the

conversion to Catholicism took hold in the long term, as each of Florence Howell’s children was raised
in the Church of England.93 Indeed, Doris Shaw recalled Florence speaking of occasions when the

priests would come to the door canvassing for donations for the church when her mother Sophia had
next to nothing with which to feed the family.

http://www.wiganworld.co.uk/stuff/townd1881ince.php?opt=townd1881
Insofar as we have been able to determine, each of Florence Howell’s siblings’ children were also raised in the
Church of England.

92
93
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Iron puddling became obsolete with the introduction of the Bessemer process, which allowed for larger
amounts of iron to be processed in less time,94 and so Henry Howell’s skills were very likely outmoded
by 1890, if not by 1885. It was sometime around then, and most certainly before 1893, that the Henry
and Sophia, along with their surviving unmarried children, moved to London. Francis Howell’s 1893
marriage registration continues to list Henry Howell as a puddler, but on Florence’s 1897 marriage

registration he was a “stone mason” and by the time of the 1901 Census, Henry’s profession is listed as
“Stone Pavior” — no small feat, to be working the streets as a paver at the age of 62. Henry was still

listed as a pavior on the 1907 marriage registration of Sophia Agnes Howell, at which time he would
have been almost 70. It is finally with the 1911 Census, at the age of 72, that Henry is listed as “no

occupation” and it is on this document, completed in the hand of his son-in-law, that we find our only
sample of Henry’s penmanship: a spidery “H. H.” in the lower right corner.
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The earliest definitive address we have for Henry Howell in London is from the 1901 Census, which
shows Henry and Sophia residing at 22 Milner Square in the Islington section of London along with
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their children John Thomas, Sophia Agnes, and Isaac. Also present were their grandson, Joseph Punter
(son of Lucy Mary Howell) and niece, Elizabeth Hayes (daughter of Henry’s sister Sarah). The Howells

remained at Milner Square for the remainder of the decade, moving to number 29 in 1906, and residing
at number 33 with their daughter Agnes and her husband from 1907 until 1910. Each of the Howell’s

apartments was on the uppermost floor of their building, which must have been something of a burden

re

with their advancing years.

94

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessemer_process
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Milner Square today is quite pleasant, with a park and playground at its centre and two-bedroom flats

selling for upwards of £700,000, but contemporary appearances can be misleading, as the Square has
had its ups and downs.

Milner Square
(courtesy
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Google Earth)

Built in 1840 as housing for professionals, the expansion of London brought industry to the area, and
the flight of the professional class from Islington was facilitated by numerous rail links from the

suburbs to Central London. As such, by the time the Howells arrived in Islington at the turn of the 20th
Century, private residences had given way to tenement rentals, with a single unit divided up into four

full-floor apartments with a shared toilet and laundry retrofitted into the basement. (Residents would
bathe in a tin tub in the kitchen or avail themselves of public baths for a fee). A nearby iron foundry
employed several residents, but contributed to the generalized griminess and industrial soot that

covered the brick façades of the gradually decaying buildings. All in all, it would be fair to consider

Milner Square, as the Howells knew it in the early 1900’s, to be something of a working class slum. By

re

all accounts, however, it was not without a close sense of community.95

Although we lack the documentary evidence, it’s reasonable to assume that prior to her marriage in
1897 Florence Howell also lived with her parents at Milner Square. The photographs of Henry and

Sophia on the following page were likely taken while the Howells lived in the square, and the photo of
Sophia may well have been taken in the garden behind the building in which they lived. My

grandmother Doris had fond memories of her grandmother Sophia’s walled garden, and told my
mother that she always felt safe there.

An informative film about Milner Square and the reminiscences of its residents, Through The Hole In The Wall,
is available for viewing online at: https://player.vimeo.com/video/138173028 Enter the pass code “milner”
when prompted. The film includes footage shot inside No. 33, where the Howells lived from 1907–1910.

95
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Henry Howell

Sophia Butler
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The 1911 Census lists Henry and Sophia living in a room at the Hemingford Road residence of their

daughter Sophia Agnes Howell and her husband Gordon Macculloch. It is not known for certain if Henry
also lived at 60 Thornhill Road, where Sophia died of nephritis on November 21, 1916, but it seems
likely, as the address is residential apartments rather than a nursing home or hospital.

Sophia (Butler) Howell was buried in Islington Cemetery on November 25, 1916 in a shared grave with
11 other individuals. This type of burial should not be confused with the burial rights conferred upon
the indigent — so-called pauper’s graves — but rather seen in light of the fact that a private plot and

marker was something only the well-to-do could afford at this time.

Henry survived his wife by a little more than six years, likely as not staying with family members before
he died of a strangulated hernia on February 17, 1923 at age 84. His death registration states he died at
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30 Twickenham Road, Isleworth, London, near the site of the present-day West Middlesex University
Hospital, though his death registration makes no mention of the hospital itself. His daughter Lucy
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(Howell) Punter was present when he passed and entered his residential address prior to death as 14

Prospect Place, Islington, some 13 miles (21km) away, so it’s likely Henry was brought to Isleworth for
treatment (or palliative care) and never recovered.

Henry Howell was buried in a manner similar to his late wife, in a common grave with 18 other

individuals, at Islington Cemetery on February 24, 1923. As an aside, it’s interesting to note that my

Aunt Marie (Hayes) Lovell was the last of Henry’s great-grandchildren born in his lifetime, though it’s
doubtful news of the event reached Islington in a timely manner.

In addition to their daughter Florence and the five infants interred in Wigan, there are a few






re

biographical details of Henry and Sophia’s other children worth mentioning:

Lucy Mary Howell (1865–1943) died at age 78 when a saucepan boiled over and
extinguished the flame of her household burner fueled by coal gas — she succumbed to
carbon monoxide poisoning. An inquest ruled her death to be accidental.
Sophia Agnes Howell (1868–1958) is the only one of Henry and Sophia’s children (other
than Florence) of whom we have photographs. Sophia’s granddaughter Margaret Macculloch
Hall has researched her life thoroughly.96
Isaac Howell (1880–1902) was the only one of Henry and Sophia’s adult children to
predecease his parents. A journeyman printer, he succumbed to influenza related
complications on 27 December, 1902 — one day before his 22nd birthday — at his parents’
apartment at 22 Milner Square.

A biography of Sophia Agnes Howell and her family may be found on Margaret’s site at
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~macculloch/p1.htm#i14
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*

*

*

Florence Howell’s Grandparents

*

*

*

As was the case with Farquhar Shaw’s ancestors, each prior generation in the Howell family suffers

from progressively fewer corroborating documents to provide us with a sense of how and where the

family lived, especially prior to the first UK Census of 1841. This paucity of information is compounded
by the fact that the Howell and Butler families lived in Staffordshire and Lancashire, which were less
well documented than Central London. Additionally, since both families were less affluent than the

Shaws, we have yet to find any business related artifacts such as insurance policies, directory listings,
business cards, and the like. Be that as it may, it’s possible to assemble a rudimentary narrative from

the facts at hand and so we’ll begin with Henry Howell’s parents John Howell and Mary Challenger.
John Howell was born in 1796 (or possibly 1786) in Whitchurch, a market town in Shropshire about
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60km northwest of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire. John’s father was also named John Howell. In all

likelihood the younger John Howell was drawn to migrate from Shropshire to Staffordshire as a result
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of the better rates of pay and employment prospects afforded by the earlier industrialization of

England’s Black Country.97 John married an unknown woman sometime around 1830; it is unknown

(but unlikely) that any children were produced from this marriage.

John’s 2nd marriage, to Mary Challenger of Wightwick, took place on November 13, 1837 at St. Michael
and All Angels, Tettenhall, Staffordshire. At this time John Howell was a widower and listed his
occupation as collier. Within the year, John and Mary resided at Townwell Fold in central

Wolverhampton but moved westward, to where Mary’s brothers lived in the comparatively rural
Wightwick, before 1841. By 1846 John and Mary had relocated to the Horseley Fields section of

Wolverhampton, where they remained for the remainder of their days, living on Old Mill Street from

re

1846 through 1861, and later two blocks away on Ward Street. Records from the family’s years on Old
Mill Street list John’s occupation variously as “Miner”, “Carter”, and “Coal Dealer”.
John Howell (1796–1872) fathered ten children:
Born to Mary Challenger (1812–1879):






Henry Howell (1838–1923) ← (my Great-Great-Grandfather)
John Howell (1841–1921)
Hannah Howell (1842–)

Ann Maria Howell (1845–)

Thomas Howell (1847–1920) and twin sister (1847)

In fact, the West Midlands were one of the few areas of England to experience significant in or out-migration at
this time. See: Pooley, Colin; Turnbull, Jean Migration And Mobility In Britain Since The Eighteenth Century
https://books.google.ca/books?id=kPONAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT120&lpg=PT120
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William Howell (1850)

Joseph Howell (1851–1927)

Samuel Howell (1854–1858)
Sarah Howell (1856–1925)

Thomas Howell and his twin sister were born on Old Mill Street in Wolverhampton on December 21,

1847. Whilst Thomas was born at 12:30pm, his sister arrived three and a half hours later and lived for
only three minutes in what was described as a “difficult birth with no medical attendant.”

Two other children, William and Samuel, predeceased John and Mary Howell. William Howell was born
January 17, 1850 and baptised at St. James Church on February 10, 1850. He died at the age of 10
Samuel Howell was born at Old Mill Street on
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August 18, 1854 and died at four years and three
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months of pneumonia on December 4, 1850 at Old Mill Street, Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton.

months of age from burns to his body. Following

medical exanimation of the boy, a coroner’s inquest
was held at the Wheel Inn98 — in those days, an
inquest consisted of the coroner or magistrate

holding forth at a local pub to hear testimony —

and it was determined that young Samuel had been
left by his mother in the care of his eldest brother,
my great-great-grandfather Henry Howell. Henry
apparently stepped away to attend to matters at

re

his own home on Old Mill Street, leaving the boy

Wolverhampton Chronicle and Staffordshire
Advertiser of November 24, 1858.

unattended, and during that time young Samuel somehow managed to set himself ablaze. Per the above
newspaper account, a verdict of “accidental death” was returned — though obviously were something
similar to occur in our own time Henry would have faced serious consequences.

Census data particularly complicates the matter of John Howell’s age in that the 1841 Census lists him

as 45 years old (born 1796), but the 1851 and 1861 Censuses give his birth year as 1786, and the 1871
Census would have us believe John to be 94 at the time, born in 1776. The simplest explanation for

these inconsistencies would be that a time of widespread illiteracy was also one of innumeracy and

numbers larger than a certain value were subject to interpretation. As such, I’m inclined to place John

Howell’s birth year as 1796. Therefore in the 1871 Census, the elder John Howell would have been 74
98

See page 46 for a photo of the Wheel Inn.
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years of age and had “no occupation” — residing on Ward Street with his three youngest children at the
home of his 2nd son John. John Howell died January 31, 1872 at 29 Ward Street of natural causes. His

wife Mary made her mark on the death certificate and she herself passed on at the same address almost
eight years later on December 19, 1879.

Henry’s mother, Mary Challenger was born on or before January 26, 1812 at Tettenhall, Staffordshire to
John Challenger and his wife Sarah Stokes. Although she is listed as a “spinster” (never having been

married) on her marriage registration to John Howell, several of her children’s birth registrations list
her as “Mary Howell, late Brindley, formerly Challinger.” It’s unfortunate that absent any profession
listed on her marriage certificate we know little else beyond her date of birth and death.
*

*

*
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Sophia Butler’s parents were James Butler and Mary Ann Bennett. James was baptised on 20 May

1821 at St Peter’s Collegiate Church, Wolverhampton; Mary Ann Bennett was christened on September
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10, 1822 at the same place. James and Mary Ann were married at St Peter’s on November 9, 1840.

James very likely apprenticed with an optician from a young age, as by the time of his marriage at age
20, he was a spectacle maker — a trade he practiced for the remainder of his life.
James Butler (1821–1875) and his wife had six children:
Born to Mary Ann Bennett (1822–1897):






Sophia Butler (1841–1916) ← (my Great-Great-Grandmother)
Charles Butler (1843–1908)
Sarah Butler (1845)

Richard Butler (1848–1864)

Thomas J. Butler (1855–1907)

re



Mary Ann Butler (1862–1933)

James and Mary Ann lived with James’ younger siblings and his recently widowed mother Sarah on

Shakespeare Street in the Horseley Fields section of Wolverhampton at the time of Sophia’s birth in

1841. The family moved to Salop Street prior to Charles Butler’s birth in April of 1843 and lived around
the corner on Brook Street at the time of Sarah Butler’s birth in September 1845 but returned to Salop
Street prior to Sarah’s death from consumption in October of that year.99

99

See JB1 and JB2 on the 1871 map of Wolverhampton, page 49.
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The area near the intersection of Art, Salop and
Peel Streets came to be known as “the Besom
Yard” by the 1870’s, as it was frequented by

Gypsies and “travellers” who made besoms, which
are brooms made from twigs attached to a sturdy
pole, similar to what one might imagine a witch
riding upon. The area remained known by this

name into the 1920’s, and it’s my understanding
that in some quarters parents would admonish

their unruly children with the threat: “Behave, or

Wolverhampton: Art & Salop Streets in the 1920s

I'll send you down the Besom Yard!” By 1851, the Butlers had moved a block south, residing at

Bennett’s Fold100 (it’s doubtful, but uncertain, if the name was in any was connected to Mary Ann’s
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family).
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The Butler family lived on Oxford Street in Horseley Fields at the time of Thomas Butler’s birth in 1855
and may have also lived on the street at the time of James’ mother’s passing in May of 1853. It was in

this neighborhood that Sophia would have met her husband Henry Howell. In 1861 James (39 years of
age), his wife Mary Ann, and his two youngest sons resided one kilometer south of the Besom Yard, at

34 Lewis Street101 in St. John’s Ward, Wolverhampton. Immediately next door, at the upper floor of No.

33, the Census shows a John Butler, 45 years of age and also a spectacle frame maker, residing with his

wife Mary and six children between the ages of 19 and 4 months of age. It’s uncertain how these two
families may have been connected, as baptismal records don’t indicate the men were brothers, but
further research might reveal their familial connection, if any.

re

Soon after the 1861 Census James Butler must have decided to leave Staffordshire to seek his fortune in
London, as the couple’s youngest child, Mary Ann Butler, was born in August of 1862 at No. 1 Stratton
Place in Clerkenwell, London. By all appearances, Stratton Place — a courtyard running north from
Berkley (now Briset) Street in Clerkenwell — was the sort of housing a newly
arrived family of limited means might obtain when first arriving in London.

Comparison of the unit as rendered in an 1887 survey of the area (right) with
the adjacent 29-foot roadway shows No. 1 Stratton Place to be roughly 9 by
15 feet — scarcely larger than a modern SUV. Cramped quarters for three
people for certain, but later census records unbelievably show up to ten
residents packed into this same space.
100
101
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See JB3 on the 1871 map of Wolverhampton, page 49.
See JB5 on the 1871 map of Wolverhampton, page 49.

By 1871 James, an optician, his wife Mary, and young Mary Ann Butler were recorded as one of several
small households residing at No. 4 Warden’s Place, Clerkenwell, London. Warden’s Place was a small
cul-de-sac created out of the recesses of Clerkenwell Close: a winding street, 5 minutes by foot from
Stratton place, that exists to the present day. Originally the St. Mary’s Nunnery, the area evolved as
parcels of land were leased for development in order to address the financial difficulties of the
nunnery. King Henry VIII dissolved the Catholic order in 1539 and from this point onwards

development proceeded apace. A prison was constructed at the north end of the area in 1615, but

initially did little to reduce its desirability; by the 1670’s the main feature of the area was the prison

and St. James Church, surrounded by several stately homes and a number of smaller dwellings amidst
The 19th century map at

right shows the property

of the original nunnery in
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pink, divided between the
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several gardens and large green spaces.

older large homes and the
increasingly small

structures shoehorned

into every available parcel
of land. By the 1870’s

manufacturing had come
to the area and infilling

and redevelopment had

created a denser, meaner

re

topography, with shabby
side streets and alleys
supporting an

increasingly poor

population. Warden’s

Place, little more than 10’
at its widest, is at the

lower center of the map,

indicated by the letter d.102

Clerkenwell Close area in the 1870’s

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-london/vol46/pp28-39 The article includes several other
contemporary and historical maps and photographs of the area.
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James Butler died on February 7, 1875 at his home at Warden’s Place of phthisis, a term given to what

we would call tubercular wasting, aged 53 years. His 12-year-old daughter Mary Ann was present at the
time, although her address — 19 Albermarle Street (now Albermarle Way, Clerkenwell) — indicates
she lived nearby, but separate from her parents, and likely as not worked as a domestic helper.

Mary Ann Butler (my great-great-grandmother Sophia’s sister) married Robert Thomas Anderson at St.
Luke, Old Street in the Islington section of London on August 30, 1879 and her mother, Mary Ann

(Bennett) Butler must have lived with her daughter and son-in-law for several years afterwards, as she
is recorded in the Census of 1891 as Robert’s mother-in-law, residing with the Andersons at 18 Poole

Street, Shoreditch, London. Mary Ann (Bennett) Butler died in August of 1897 and was buried August

*

*

*
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28, 1897 at St. Marylebone, Westminster, London.

Florence Howell’s Great-Grandparents

*

*

*

Moving back one generation further, we find ourselves in a situation similar to an astronomer peering

into the dimmest reaches of space: as we look back in time, we can intuit what we should find, and are
often able to assign names and places to what we perceive to be correct, but we are left with little else
in terms of facts or specifics — and these suppositions are continually subject to reevaluation and

re

revision as new information comes to light.

Nevertheless, it’s worth enumerating these few facts in the event they might be useful to researchers at
a later date:

 John Howell (Henry Howell’s paternal grandfather) was also known as John Howells. He was

born circa 1767 in England (likely as not in Shropshire). Likely as not, John accompanied his
son John from Whitchurch to Staffordshire and was buried November 15, 1834 at St. Peter’s
Church in Wolverhampton. He was given as a laborer at the time of his son John’s marriage
to Mary Challenger, but records of this period do not consistently indicate if a parent was
deceased. We do not know the name of the elder John Howell’s wife.

 John Challenger (Henry Howell’s maternal grandfather) was also known as Joseph Challinger.

He married Sarah Stokes (b. 1789) on December 11, 1809 at Sedgley, Staffordshire, England.
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He was given as a laborer in 1837 at his daughter Mary’s marriage to John Howell.

 James Butler (Sophia Butler’s paternal grandfather) was christened on June 19, 1774 at

Haughton, Staffordshire, England. He was the son of James Butler and Mary Lees. James

Butler married Sarah Lear on December 3, 1807 at Saint Peter’s Collegiate Church,

Wolverhampton, Staffordshire where both signed with their mark. James Butler was

recorded as a Butcher on his son James’ marriage certificate on 9 November 1840. He died of
fever one month later, on 9 December 1840, at Walsall Street, Horseley Fields,

Wolverhampton aged 66, and was buried four days later at Saint Peter’s Collegiate Church.

 Sarah Lear (Sophia Butler’s paternal grandmother), daughter of Richard and Lydia, was

baptized at St. Peter’s Church in Wolverhampton on 12 October, 1778. She appeared on the
UK Census of 1841 as 55 years of age, residing on Shakespeare Street in Horseley Fields,

Wolverhampton, Staffordshire with her married son James and several of her children and

grandchildren. She appeared on the Census of 1851 living with her daughter Lucy and son-
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in-law John Simmons at 58 Warwick Street, Wolverhampton. She died two years later on

May 8, 1853, aged 69 years, the home of her daughter Ellen (Eleanor) Careless on Oxford
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Street. She was buried May 15 at Merridale Cemetery, Wolverhampton.

 Richard Bennett (Sophia Butler’s maternal grandfather) was born circa 1800 and was recorded
as a Cordwainer103 at the time of his daughter Mary Ann’s marriage to James Butler in 1840.

re

Richard married his wife Sophia sometime prior to 1822.

A cordwainer is a shoemaker who makes new shoes from new leather. The cordwainer’s trade can be
contrasted with the cobbler’s trade, according to a tradition in Britain that restricted cobblers to repairing shoes.

103
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*

*

*

Earlier Ancestors: An Epilogue

*

*

*

The generation of Florence Howell’s great-grandparents represents my 4th great-grandparents (great-

great-great-great-grandparents) and beyond this generation we have, at best, names and possibly

dates, but few details as to the family members, professions, or major life events of each ancestor.
As such, the history of our family begins to meld into the history of a region or the history of the

profession of our ancestor (where known) — and it is from the study of history that we are better able

to understand and appreciate the challenges and circumstances our ancestors encountered. This in and
of itself doesn’t necessarily promote rampant speculation or wildly inaccurate research, as one must

consider that in many (if not all) cases, individuals in any era seldom have as much agency in their own
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affairs as we might otherwise like to imagine they (or for that matter we) do.

As an example: Henry Howell’s migration from Staffordshire to Lancashire to London can be
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understood in terms of the macroeconomics of the smelting trade in the 19th century, and the high

infant mortality of the period in general made it likely that many of the Howell’s children might not
survive infancy. So, even if we only knew that Henry was a puddler in Wolverhampton in 1851, we

might very well be able to surmise that his trade was made obsolete by 1885 and that several of his

children might have died young. Indeed, Henry and Sophia’s day-to-day life was most probably very

much like the life of other people living at the same time and place in a similar occupation. This not to

say that the details of our ancestors lives are irrelevant but rather to state that whether or not we know
the name and trade of Henry Howell’s great-great-grandfather, we can gain a better understanding of

that man’s life by learning about the history and circumstances of working-class people in 17th Century

re

Staffordshire, and so on.

In the final analysis then, the fact that we are here today means that in each and every generation,

throughout history, each and every one of our direct ancestors survived childhood and thrived long

enough to successfully become parents themselves — and it may be that the best we can do is to learn

about the time and place in which they lived from whichever geographic and professional clues we are
able to take from primary sources.

In that regard, the future holds promise that more of these primary sources — church registers,
records of trade guilds, cemetery records, and the like — may appear online to provide new

information to permit us to authoritatively delineate the broader outlines of our inquiry into any

generation, no matter how far removed from our times. At that point, we may be able to successfully
revisit the generations of our family tree prior to the year 1800 and better acquaint ourselves with
these names and dates than we might otherwise at present.
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